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Motivation

We study variants of the minimum cost flow problem and applications of it. The book by Ahuja,
Magnanti, and Orlin is a rich source for material about flows.
Let G = (U ∪V,E) be a bipartite graph, i.e., every edge has one endpoint inU and one endpoint
in V; w : E → IR is a weight function on the edges. A matchingM is a set of edges such that
no two edges inM share an endpoint. The weight of a matching is the sum of the weights of its
edges, i.e.,

w(M) = ∑
e∈M

w(e) .

A matching is called perfect if|M| = min(|U |, |V|).

1. Consider the following network. We have vertices 1 to 4 andedges

• 1 to 2 with cost 2 and capacity 4,

• 2 to 4 with cost 3 and capacity 3,

• 1 to 3 with cost 2 and capacity 2,

• 2 to 3 with cost 1 and capacity 2,

• 3 to 4 with cost 1 and capacity 5.

We want to send 4 units from node 1 to node 4.

• Execute the negative cycle cancelling algorithm.

• Execute the mincost augmenting path algorithm. Do two versions, first without node
potentials, and then with node potentials. The later version was discussed in class.

2. Ask questions about the material presented in class.

3. Design an algorithm for computing minimum weight matchings in bipartite graphs. Hint:
Reduce to mincost flows.

4. Design an algorithm for computing maximum weight matchings in bipartite graphs.

5. Design an algorithm for computing maximum weight perfectmatchings in bipartite graphs.
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6. Consider a checker board from which some of the squares aremissing. We want to know
whether the remaining squares can be covered by dominos (a domino covers two adjacent
squares, one black and one white).

7. A truck is on a trip through cities 1, 2, ton. There is a request for transportingr i j units
from city i to city j. For each unit transported, the truck driver will receive a fare of fi j
Euros. The truck has a capacity ofL and therefore the driver will not be able to satisfy all
requests. Design an algorithm that computes an optimal schedule, i.e., a schedule maxi-
mizing revenues.

8. (rank-maximal matchings) Our edge setE is partitioned into disjoints setE1 to Er . We call
the edges inEi edges of ranki. For a matchingM, its signature is the tuple

(|M∩Er |, |M∩Er−1|, . . . , |M∩E1|) .

We order signatures lexicographically. For example,(4,3,2,4) is better than(4,3,1,5).
Show how to compute a matching with maximum signature. Show how to compute a
perfect matching of maximum signature.

Hint: Reduce to weighted matchings. You must give the edges in Ei much higher weight
than the edges inEi−1 for all i.

9. (stable matchings) We have a set ofn men andn women. Each person has a linear ordering
of the persons of the other sex. We call this ordering her or hispreference list. For example,
if there are 3 man and 3 woman, women 1 might rank the men in the order 1, 3, 2. LetM
be a perfect matching. Ablocking pairfor M is a pair(m,w) 6∈ M such thatm prefersw
over his mate inM andw prefersm over her mate inM. A matching isstableif there is no
blocking pair.

(a) Give an instance withn = 3, a matching and a blocking pair. Also give a stable
matching.

(b) Consider the following algorithm (please read to the endof the exercise before you
accuse the instructor of being a male chauvinist.

We start with an empty matchingM. As the algorithm proceeds, women will delete
man from their preference list. The algorithm stops whenM is perfect.

As long asM is not perfect, letw be a woman that is not matched underM. Let m be
the topmost man ofw’s list. We say thatw proposesto m.

If m is unmatched, we add(m,w) to M.

If m is matched, say tow′, andm prefersw overw′, we replace(m,w′) by (m,w) in
M. We say thatm rejects w′ for w.

If m is matched, say tow′, andm prefersw′ overw, w deletesm from her preference
list. We say, thatm rejects wfor w′.

The algorithm stops with failure if some woman runs out of candidates, i.e., her
preference list become empty.
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(c) Execute the algorithm on your example of item (a).

(d) Prove:

• if a man is ever matched in the course of the algorithm, it stays matched.

• Moreover, it will be matched to better and better partners according to his pref-
erence list.

• The algorithm cannot end with failure, i.e., no woman ever exhausts her prefer-
ence list.

• The algorithm constructs a stable matching, call itM0.

• Let w be any woman. Then she was rejected by all man that she prefersover her
partner inM0.

• Show that for no womanw there is a stable matchingM such thatw prefers her
mate inM over her mate inM0.
Hint: Consider thefirst time in the execution of the algorithm that a manm
rejects a womanw and yet there is a stable matching, sayM, with (m,w) ∈ M.

• Argue that the preceding name justifies to callM0 woman-optimal.

Have fun with the solutions.
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